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Abstract

From the late medieval period the Crown of Aragon was at the forefront of archival

innovation. Culminating in the establishment of the Royal Archive of Barcelona in 1318,

this development was not, as is traditionally stated, a mere imitation of external models

but the result of an innovative historical process that had its roots in local history and

reflected the structure of the Aragonese monarchy. As a result of the later enlargement

and decentralization of the Crown, and especially after the advent of the House of

Trastámara in 1414, the Aragonese developed an extensive system for record-keeping

across the Mediterranean. By focusing on what I describe as a complex archival

network, this article analyses a series of administrative developments, which are

generally studied in isolation, as interrelated responses to similar needs across disparate

and far-flung territories. The results differed within the Iberian dominions (Aragon,

Majorca and Valencia) and in the Italian kingdoms of Sicily and Naples, with Sardinia

somewhere in between. For all these differences, however, the establishment of a

number of financial archives shows that this network had an especially crucial role in

defending the royal patrimony in all the territories under the rule of the Crown of

Aragon. The authorities also tried to use archives as tools for exercising pressure upon

local political elites, as demonstrated, for instance, by the systematic inquiry into feudal

possessions and pecuniary rights instigated by King Ferdinand II in early sixteenth-

century Sicily. The outcome, however, was totally unexpected.
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The historiographical debate on the rise of the state during the late Middle Ages
developed in earnest from the 1970s, proposing a range of different interpretations
and local specificities that emphasized the concurrent development of different
political contexts within this wider process.1 Bernard Guenée, for instance, has
illustrated the growth of central bureaucracies and their role in governing increas-
ingly large territories. After a period of crisis in the mid-fourteenth century, this
expansion led to the burgeoning growth of complex, stratified bureaucracies across
fifteenth-century Europe.2 This, however, was not merely a process of centraliza-
tion, as administrative institutions became sites of negotiation between rulers and
the political societies that were fully involved in central and local governments.3

Recent studies on the late-medieval Plantagenet Empire demonstrate the increasing
role of government beyond the state level as a means of establishing a more efficient
control over territories, especially after their military conquest. This is illustrated,
for example, by the transnational bureaucracy developed by the English to rule
over a conglomerate of distant territories.4 Throughout late-medieval Europe, this
process of bureaucratization led to a constant growth in the production of records
for different administrative purposes (financial, judicial, diplomatic, military and so
on), increasing the rulers’ attention to the preservation of documents. In addition
to the medieval treasury-archives – which preserved the most important charters,
usually those attesting their rights – authorities established dedicated documentary
repositories for the storage of all administrative records that were useful
for government, developing at the same time new strategies for facilitating the
organization and consultation of the records themselves.5 This process was espe-
cially important in composite monarchies such as the Crown of Aragon – the
subject of this study – as rulers presiding over a number of territories scattered
across the Mediterranean needed to gather and organize vast bodies of informa-
tion, both at the centre and in the peripheries, in order to control their dominions
effectively.

The recent ‘archival turn’ in the humanities has indicated the early modern age
as the turning point for the establishment of central governmental archives across
Europe, as a result of the explosion in record-keeping.6 However, the Crown of
Aragon was at the forefront of this innovative process from as early as the four-
teenth century, during which time its kings developed a number of documentary
stores scattered across the Mediterranean. The creation of this archival network is
intimately connected to the history of the state and its composite structure.
Variously described as a pluralist monarchy, a confederation or an Empire, the
Aragonese institutional structure does not seem to fit a single interpretative model.7

This can be demonstrated by following its territorial evolution. Whereas the
Aragonese nobility focused above all on expansion by land, the Catalan compo-
nent of the Crown promoted expansion by sea, which resulted in the conquests of
Majorca (1231) and Sicily (1282).8 However, at the end of the thirteenth century,
the Aragonese kings only controlled territories in the Spanish peninsula, since
Majorca had become an independent realm in 1276 and the Kingdom of Sicily
had split away in 1296. At this stage, therefore, three different Aragonese dynasties,
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each related to the other by blood, ruled over numerous distinct political environ-
ments: the Spanish dominions (Aragon, Catalonia, Valencia), Majorca and Sicily.9

From the first half of the fourteenth century, a new wave of expansion – supported
in particular by Catalonia and its merchant class – led to the conquest (or re-
conquest) of several territories: Sardinia (1323), Majorca (1344), Sicily (1412)
and Naples (1442 and again in 1504).10 Meanwhile, Aragon and Valencia devel-
oped their own separate institutions. The Crown of Aragon therefore took the
institutional shape of a composite monarchy, an aggregate of distinct kingdoms
and minor entities, which were united by the personal rule of a single monarch.11

To administer such an extensive dominion, the Aragonese developed a system of
long-distance rule by entrusting the government of provinces to a number of dele-
gates, variously defined as governors, lieutenants and viceroys.12

A number of historians have stressed the importance of this political system for
ruling the Crown of Aragon as a whole, but none have yet sufficiently highlighted
the role played by the control and management of information, in the form of
record-keeping, in the governments of distant territories. The functioning of such a
composite monarchy required the constant circulation of papers between the centre
and the Aragonese dominions, as well as the regular preservation of documents,
accounts and orders in each state of the Crown. From an institutional point of
view, the establishment of the Royal Archive of Barcelona (1318) marks a
turning-point as not only the creation of a central documentary repository for
the monarchy, but also as the first step in the development of an archival strategy
that involved all the various dominions of the Crown. This process is especially
noticeable from the fifteenth century – around the time of the second major wave of
expansion – in which the kings of Aragon created permanent and well-functioning
archives in all the territories of the Crown.

According to Spanish historiography, this trend should be considered as part of
the contemporary institutional reformism and administrative devolution that
affected the Crown. Over the course of the fifteenth century in particular, local
Cortes (assemblies) in different areas of the Aragonese dominion requested not
only the establishment of independent institutions, but also archives of their
own. This regional approach, however, forms only one part of a wider picture,
since this was a universal process largely driven by common concerns of the Crown
itself. Historians have yet to offer a comprehensive interpretation of this archival
process, and instead have focused on single case-studies (Aragon, Barcelona,
Sardinia and Valencia), describing the administrative history of each in isolation.
Even the most important recent study by Rafael Conde y Delgado de Molina –
which also includes an extraordinary collection of sources concerning the
Aragonese archives – is devoted to single archives in the Iberian area and
Sardinia alone, analysing each state separately within each of the seven distinct
chronological sections of the book.13 No attempt has been made at a properly
comparative analysis; moreover, the archives of the Kingdoms of Naples and
Sicily have so far been ignored, despite their importance within the Crown of
Aragon.
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Instead, if we look at the monarchy as a whole, a common archival strategy
appears to emerge. This strategy was not just the consequence of administrative
devolution but the result of a number of intertwining factors, ranging from the
enlargement of the monarchy and the establishment of long-distance rule, to the
new financial and political needs arising from an ever-demanding foreign policy.
Each of these circumstances led in turn to an increased production of documents.
In order to control and retrieve information with greater ease and efficiency, the
Aragonese undertook reforms that resulted in the establishment of a system of
stable stores for documents across its Mediterranean dominions. This does not
mean that one single archival model was imposed upon every territory, but that
the management and preservation of archives assumed a crucial role for the admin-
istration of the Crown as a whole, and for defending the royal patrimony in a
similar manner throughout each of its territories. In a broader perspective, there-
fore, the western documentary repositories of Barcelona, Majorca, Valencia and
Zaragoza, and the eastern repositories of Sardinia, Sicily and Naples should be
considered as different parts of a single archival network. Within this large
supra-regional context, each archive – or ‘archival system’, since each state usually
operated a number of different archives – was influenced by its immediate envir-
onment, and took the shape of local institutions.

The Establishment of Central Archives in Barcelona

The foundation of the Royal Archive of Barcelona in 1318 coincided with the reign
of James II (1291–1327), who had already ruled over Sicily (1285–1291) before
becoming king of Aragon. The experience in Sicily led James II to promote a
series of reforms, influenced by the thirteenth-century Sicilian administration,
within the Aragonese institutions. This is evident, for example, in the organization
of the Royal Chancery and in the establishment of the office of the Mestre
Racional, which was in charge of managing the finances of the Kingdom.14 Early
twentieth-century historiography, however, pointed out that this process also led
James II to establish a central and permanent documentary repository in Barcelona
following the Sicilian example.15

This previous assertion seems to have been based on the firm belief that the
Swabian Kingdom of Sicily was a ‘model state’, and its celebrated Chancery
included well-organized archives. In contrast, the latest generation of scholarship
has subjected the argument that the Swabian state under Frederick II was a fully
organized and centralized state to substantial revision.16 Nevertheless, the idea that
the Swabian government promoted significant innovation in administration –
especially in the reorganization of the Norman Chancery, the office in charge of
producing and sending royal privileges and letters – is still broadly accepted.17 This
resulted in the development of new types of documents – especially for financial
affairs – and a growth in the production of written records, parallel to that which
was also occurring in states such as England.18 There is, however, no evidence of
well-preserved archives in Swabian Sicily, with only a few remaining clues attesting
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their existence. In affirming Sicilian influence over Aragonese archives, most
Spanish historians refer to Eugenio Casanova’s well-known handbook of archival
science (1928), which established a sort of ‘natural’ relationship between the
advanced organization of the Royal Chancery and its depositories.19 However,
since the Swabian archives did not survive – except for a fragment of one register
(dating from 1239–1240 and itself destroyed during World War II) – there is no
evidence for this exaggerated interpretation.20 According to later Angevin
sources, the Swabian registers and documents were scattered among several
archival repositories, such as the castles of Canosa and Lucera, most likely due
to the travels of Frederick II’s court – there was no recognized capital at the
time, and Palermo had lost its supremacy in the 1230s.21 Equally, it is not
possible to attest the existence of an old Swabian archive in Sicily, since upon
occupying Messina in 1356 the Angevins set fire to the archives where all of the
Chancery registers were preserved.22 We can only suppose that that depository also
contained Swabian registers, but we have no proof of their existence. Yet, while it
is true that from the 1270s the Angevin kings promoted the concentration of docu-
ments in a single store, an official central archive would only be established in
Naples in 1292, when James II of Aragon had already left Sicily on his way to
Barcelona.23

Furthermore, it has been suggested that Papal practices in managing and orga-
nizing archives – which apparently reached Aragon through Sicily – also contrib-
uted to the establishment of the Royal Archives in Barcelona.24 In fact, despite the
Curia’s recognized precocity in preserving documentation, it seems that during the
thirteenth century, Papal writings and registers were scattered amongst several
depositories. Just as the Swabian monarchs in the Kingdom of Sicily and the
Aragonese kings in their territories, popes especially relied on mobile archives,
which they would carry with them (together with the treasury and library) on
their travels across the Papal states, whilst the majority of the documents produced
before the thirteenth century had already been lost. The use of mobile archives is
also demonstrated by the fact that between 1198 and 1304, the Papal Court was
absent from Rome for sixty per cent of the time, whilst six out 19 thirteenth-
century Popes never even entered the city.25 In fact, a centralized Papal archive
would only have been established in Italy after the end of the western schism
(1378–1417), when the new Pope Martin V (1417–1431) ordered a massive transfer
of Papal documents to Rome. This documentation had been in effect scattered
among several cities, including Avignon.26

While there is little evidence of external influence over the Royal Archive of
Barcelona, the latter seems instead to have been the result of a historical process
originating from the unique structure of the Crown of Aragon.27 The progressive
territorial expansion of the County of Barcelona from the tenth century onwards,
and the union with the Kingdom of Aragon in the following century, resulted in an
early growth in the production of documents, leading to experimentation in record-
keeping and the development of new archival techniques.28 After the 1238 conquest
of Valencia, where the Muslim state had developed a flourishing paper industry in
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the city of Játiva, the Aragonese acquired the skills for producing paper on a large
scale. As suggested by Robert Ignatius Burns, this ‘Paper Revolution’ also had
consequences for chancery activity.29 Its clerks adopted this cheap material for
producing registers, transcribing within them ‘copies of the charters they set out
on expensive parchment’.30 Another likely consequence of this development was
that from the thirteenth century, James II began preserving the most valuable
documents in several permanent depositories, among which the monasteries of
San Juan de Jerusalén in Barcelona, San Juan de la Peña in Aragon and Santa
Maria de Sijena were the most important.31 As attested by the recurring circulation
of papers, we know that the Aragonese monarchs periodically sent emissaries to
search these archives and collect documents.32 Mobile archives, however, contin-
ued to play a dominant role in the government of the monarchy itself, and a huge
amount of documentation often moved with the Royal Court across the Aragonese
territories.33

As a result of the growth of administration and documentary production, this
system of scattered repositories proved to be inefficient, as well as dangerous, for
the safeguarding and secrecy of documentation.34 For the better management of
the Crown’s affairs, the Aragonese monarchs promoted the collation of all their
archives as close as possible to the Royal Chancery, the core of the production and
dispatch of documents. Its staff required constant access to the papers and registers
stored in the archives in order to fulfil their administrative tasks.35 In 1308, King
James II ordered the prioress of Sijena to send back to the Royal Chancery
‘that chest and that case (‘‘archam et caxiam’’) in which there were several deeds
and other writings’.36 These documents, together with the other archives,
would have been merged with in the new Royal Archive at the royal palace in
Barcelona, where a previous depository, attached to the Chancery, is known to
have been present since at least 1286.37 In July 1318, the same sovereign charged
Arnau Messeguer with arranging the old palace’s chapel for the storage not only of
‘registers, privileges and other writings of his Chancery and other affairs of
his Court’, but also – on the upper floor – his personal Treasury.38 In 1316,
James II had already ordered the conversion of another room of the Royal
Palace into a financial archive storing all the books and writings of the Mestre
Racional, the officer in charge of the management of this depository.39 To control
the registers and audit their accounts, his officers required constant access to this
archive.40 In just a few years, therefore, the Crown had brought all the archives of
the kingdom under its direct control, concentrated them within one building, and
established a royal monopoly over the management of information. Despite simply
being used as a mere depository for storing documents for about three decades,
the organization of the Royal Archive would be further improved under King Peter
IV (1336–1387), who in 1346 appointed Pedro Passeya, a clerk of the Royal
Chancery, as ‘keeper of our archive’s keys’; in other words, the first archivist of
that central repository.41 A few decades later, in 1384, he also provided a well-
defined set of rules for the management of this growing body of heterogeneous
documentation.42
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The Composite Archives of the Aragonese Territories

The events that subsequently marked the archival history of the Crown of Aragon
conflicted only superficially with the establishment of the Royal Archive of
Barcelona. In fact, the creation of depositories in other Aragonese dominions
should be seen as a first attempt at composing a Mediterranean archival network,
with Barcelona at its core. Controlling information was not straightforward, but it
was crucial, especially for ruling over a composite state such as the Crown of
Aragon. This is particularly striking if we consider the case of Sardinia, granted
to King James II by Pope Boniface VIII in 1297, but only conquered in 1323 by his
son Alfonso IV (1325–1357). Despite the ‘Catalanization’ and repopulation of the
island, the Aragonese domination was weak and subject to continuing warfare
against both local rebel lords and the Genoese, who ruled over the north-west of
the island.43 In order to obtain the ‘good and prosperous state of the Kingdom of
Sardinia’, Alfonso IV instituted a central archive in Cagliari in 1332, entrusting its
management to the lieutenant of the Aragonese Mestre Racional, Bernat Dez Coll,
who was personally in charge of auditing the kingdom’s finances.44 Established in
the secure Cagliari castle, the archive was provided with cases and armoires to store
every document, arranged by its originating office, including both the financial
records of the Mestre Racional and the governmental records produced by the
general governor of Sardinia. The archive assumed a key role for the governance
of the island, since it allowed the distant Aragonese kings to keep both the eco-
nomic resources of that realm and the activity of its officers under control simul-
taneously. The importance of the information it stored is further highlighted by
Alfonso IV’s statement in 1334 that ‘we want [the archive] to be kept carefully and
secretly’, for which he ordered that only the Mestre Racional and his lieutenant
could access and consult the documents stored therein.45 This established that only
the kings of Aragon, and their direct servants, would have jurisdiction over the
preservation of documents.46

Whereas the Royal Archive of Barcelona had been organized in two separate
depositories, dependent on the Royal Chancery and the Mestre Racional respect-
ively, in Sardinia the Aragonese established a single central archive under the
control of local financial officers. On the one hand, as has been stressed, this was
likely due to the small scale of Sardinian institutions at that time.47 On the other
hand, however, this development should also be considered in relation to a
much broader process involving the entire Aragonese monarchy: that is, the
growing interest in the preservation and control of financial records in response
to the ever-increasing financial demands of supporting expansion across
the Mediterranean.48 The establishment of financial archives in Valencia
and Aragon during the first half of the fourteenth century – despite their
inconsistent functioning – also appear consistent with this trend.49 These
depositories stored accounts and financial registers prepared in their respective
kingdoms, and thus facilitated the accounting activity led by the Mestre Racional,
whose office followed the mobile royal court in its travels across the Aragonese
dominions.
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Territorial expansion led to the conquest of Majorca in 1344, where a system of
independent archives was directly connected to the local offices that had produced
the records.50 Then, in 1392, the Aragonese landed in Sicily in order to establish
Martin the Younger (1392–1409) – grandson of King Peter IV of Aragon – and his
wife Mary, the last heiress of the Sicilian Kingdom. Despite strong baronial oppos-
ition, the Aragonese captured the island and succeeded in ending decades of insular
infighting.51 As a result of further political instability, however, local administra-
tion was only fully developed in the fifteenth century when Sicily was definitively
absorbed by the Crown of Aragon under the Trastámaras, an event that also led to
the creation of long-distance government through viceroys.52 This resulted in the
establishment of an innovative administrative system in which Catalan and
Castilian influence reshaped the old Sicilian institutions, preserving their names
but changing their functions. It also led to the reorganization of Sicily’s archives,
which – as in Sardinia – eventually strengthened the crown’s control over the island
and its finances. It seems that in the first half of the fourteenth century, the central
archive of the Kingdom of Sicily had been organized in three separate stores
(for political/administrative, financial and judicial material) all located in the
royal palace of Messina, in which the administrative officers stored all documents
that were no longer useful for current affairs.53 All of the newest registers were
instead preserved in mobile archives that followed the kings of Sicily in their travels
across the island. After the destruction of royal documentation prior to the 1350s
during the siege of Messina by the Angevins, Frederick IV of Sicily (1355–77)
moved the central administration to Catania’s Castello Ursino, where his successor
Martin I later established his seat. Royal travels across the island again entailed the
use of mobile archives, which – it must be noted – only stored a few registers at the
time.54 By contrast, from the 1410s onwards, a process of specialization designated
central institutions and shaped the organization of archives, which were centralized
at the Hosterium palace in Palermo, ‘for the greater honour of the aforementioned
office [the viceroy] and for a greater convenience for the management of affairs’.55

This building thus became the official seat of Sicily’s viceroys for both ideological
and practical reasons.

The results of this reform differed from both the archives established in
Barcelona (two separate depositories for political and financial affairs) and
Cagliari (one central depository for all the writings). In Sicily, the Aragonese
instead developed a complex archival system based on a number of depositories
and shaped by multiple chanceries. Unlike the Crown of Aragon, where each
administrative branch was organized around a ‘pyramidal’ structure served by a
common chancery and archive, the Kingdom of Sicily developed an institutional
system organized around a number of parallel offices, each provided with its own
separate chancery. For example, whereas the Protonotario was the head of
the writing office of the Royal Chancery of Barcelona, and was subordinate to
the Chancellor, their Sicilian counterpart was the head of an independent office,
with his own designated chancery and clerks, as well as an archive.56 On the
other hand, the fifteenth-century Sicilian Regia Cancelleria consisted solely of
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a chancellor – who was marginally involved in administrative affairs – a magister
notarius (master notary), two clerks and, from 1446, a taxator (sealer).57 This office
no longer exercised its traditional task of producing documents, but maintained
instead the role of checking, validating and transcribing them into its specific series
of registers. The latter, preserved within the chancery archive, were therefore
simply collections of copies of ‘all the provisions and letters [produced] by the
offices of the Prothonotarius and Magistri Rationales’, respectively the main polit-
ical and financial chanceries of the kingdom.58 Each of these offices had a chancery,
headed by a magister notarius who supervised a group of clerks, and who was in
charge of managing the archive and the registers preserved therein. In 1436, King
Alfonso V (1416–1458) himself stated that the ‘onus’ (which meant both ‘task’ and
‘burden’ at the same time) of keeping and preserving records was to be entrusted to
the magister notarius of each office.59

The judicial administration of Sicily was also provided with a separate archive,
but here both tasks and burdens were divided, with the preservation of the records
overseen by an archivarius appointed ad hoc. In principle, the use of a dedicated
clerk was probably the result of the broad variety of the documentation produced
and received by the central courts in their daily exchanges with local officers, per-
ipheral courts, lawyers, and so on. By 1438, however, Andreas de Carioso, magister
notarius of the island’s principal court, the Magna Regia Curia, had already bought
the office of archivist and absorbed its tasks, enabling his family to control this
archive throughout the rest of the century.60 Within a few years the judicial archive
was thus divided once again. To prevent further dispersion of documents, in 1444
King Alfonso created a specific magister notarius for preserving the archive of the
Commissarii – that is, replacements of central judges – and in 1452 another magister
notarius was appointed for the appeal court of the Sacra Regia Cosciencia.61

As far as the Sicilian Secretaria was concerned, secretaries – who were accus-
tomed to preserving registers in their homes – vigorously resisted the attempt at
centralizing its archival depository, to the extent that King Alfonso had to declare
in 1443 that ‘those registers are ours and not of those secretaries’ (‘regestra ipsa esse
nostra et non eorundem secretariorum’). The latter staunchly defended their right
to personally keep the registers that they produced during a trial against the new
archivist of their office, a trial which caused the king not only to reinstate their
privilege, but also to abolish the office of archivist itself.62 Despite the royal and
viceregal decrees periodically issued for concentrating these registers at either the
Royal Chancery or the financial archive, Sicilian secretaries continued to maintain
their right of personal preservation.63 This resistance probably explains the almost
total loss of the documentation they produced at that time,64 whilst a central
documentary repository was only to arise in the seventeenth century.65

In sum, the evolution and spread of archives across the Aragonese
Mediterranean over the course of the fifteenth century neatly followed the enlarge-
ment of the Crown and its administrative decentralization. This process is further
demonstrated by turning to the development of separate and permanent royal
archives in the kingdoms of Valencia and Aragon.66 In 1419, at the request of
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the Valencian Courts, King Alfonso agreed to transfer there all the judicial writings
produced by the Real Audiencia concerning Valencian affairs. At the same time,
just as his predecessors had already done for Majorca, Sardinia and Sicily, he
created new series of territorial registers dedicated to the kingdom of Valencia.67

Finally, the sovereign also ordered his chancery staff at Barcelona to make copies
of all the old records relating to that kingdom, and to send them to Valencia.68 For
the preservation of this material, Alfonso did not establish a new archival reposi-
tory, but gave the previously existing Archivo del Real in Valencia’s royal palace
‘a permanent and normative nature, turning it into a depository of antecedents’,
which the Aragonese monarchs and their officers could use for consultation.69

Similarly, in 1461, King John II of Aragon (1458–1479) – referring to a 1348 dis-
position that had never been implemented – ordered the transfer of all the registers
concerning the affairs of the Kingdom of Aragon to Zaragoza, where they were to be
stored in the building of the local Diputación del Reino, a permanent magistracy
which was a representative organ of the local Cortes.70 Those registers arriving from
Barcelona became the core of the royal archive, while a different depository for the
kingdom of Aragon ‘as a state’ had previously been established in 1436.71

Despite the institutionalization of separate documentary repositories for the
kingdoms of Valencia and Aragon, the documents themselves were produced by
the Chancery of the Crown of Aragon, in Barcelona. These therefore appear to
have constituted local ‘branches’ of the Royal Archive of Barcelona rather than
truly ‘independent archives’. This depiction emerges very clearly from a compari-
son with the Sicilian case. In the fifteenth century, a group of secretaries of the
Aragonese royal chancery in charge of Sicilian affairs produced a number of letters
on behalf of their kings (orders, privileges, grants and so on) to be sent to Sicily on
a daily basis. Before dispatching them, chancery scribes regularly transcribed all of
the documents in one of the Sicilian series of registers that, unlike Aragon and
Valencia, were stored at the Royal Archive of Barcelona, where they are still
preserved.72 Documents produced by the Aragonese Chancery were not in fact
legally valid in Sicily unless the sovereign was on the island in person. Instead,
they had to be handled by local viceroys who commanded the Chancery in charge
of that specific subject (the Prothonotarius for political affairs, and the Magistri
Rationales for financial affairs), or else by their secretaries executing royal orders by
re-elaborating them in the form of lictere executorie (executive letters). For exam-
ple, when in September 1437 King Alfonso the Magnanimous bestowed the office
of royal auditor in favour of Leonardus de Bankerio, the royal secretary prepared
the privilege to be sent to Sicily. Here, the viceroy Rogerius de Paruta, in May
1438, entrusted his secretary Iohannes de Vicencio to compile the lictera executoria,
which, before being dispatched, was transcribed not only in the registers of the
Prothonotarius, but also in the Regia Cancelleria registers and in the books of the
Conservatoria.73 All of the lictere exequtorie, together with the documents directly
originating from the viceregal authority, were therefore copied only in local regis-
ters and nowhere else. Therefore, the local archival system was simply the result of
the activity of Sicilian chanceries. Unlike the royal archives of Valencia and
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Aragon, Sicilian depositories were fully independent from Barcelona, save for the
‘archival connection’ represented by the lictera executoria.

Archives and the Defence of the Royal Patrimony

A broader interpretation of the scattered archival network of the Crown of Aragon
therefore demonstrates that the fifteenth-century Aragonese monarchs promoted
different archival policies in the dominions under their control. These range from
the ‘absence’ of chancery archives in Majorca and Sardinia to the creation of
archival-sections in Zaragoza and Valencia, while Barcelona and Palermo instead
possessed fully independent depositories, each of them marked by the shape of
local institutions (the case of the Kingdom of Naples will be analysed below).
Despite this heterogeneous development, a common archival strategy begins to
emerge. Within it, administrative devolution evidently had an important role,
but other factors were equally crucial. The development of a number of documen-
tary stores across the Mediterranean was also the result of the political and
financial needs of the Crown, especially under the Trastámaras. During his brief
reign, Ferdinand I of Aragon (1412–1416) frequently made impressive use of the
Royal Archive of Barcelona, whilst at the same time forbidding the granting of
copies of documents stored therein without his permission.74 In a period covering
less than four years, eighty documents have been identified relating to relationships
between Ferdinand and Diego Garcı́a, the archivist of the Royal Archive of
Barcelona, in relation to either political or patrimonial affairs.75 This documenta-
tion stresses not only Ferdinand’s recurring need for documents, but also his deep
personal knowledge of the archive itself. In 1415, for example, he ordered his
archivist to find a verdict issued by King Martin (1396–1410) concerning a trial
between the latter and the heirs of Berenguer de Cortilles. In addition, it was
Ferdinand himself who suggested how Garcı́a might locate that document:
‘you should find it already in its proper form and sealed in the house of our
Prothonotari, who has already written to you about this. And if you do not find
it at his house, check the registers, since you will surely find it there’.76 Significantly,
most of the archival surveys requested by King Ferdinand I concerned the protec-
tion of the royal patrimony.

A patrimonial idea of the archive had already been clearly defined in 1384, when
King Peter IV asserted that having all the chancery registers stored in one place
would be crucial in facilitating information retrieval, and thus in defending the
royal patrimony itself.77 It was, however, under King Alfonso the Magnanimous
that the Crown extended the patrimonial use of archives to all the territories under
its rule.78 Alfonso needed complete control over his finances to fund his expensive
campaigns in continental Italy and to gain the political support of his local sub-
jects. The royal patrimony – which included both the royal demesne and royal
rights – was in effect a crucial source used by monarchs for granting lands, eco-
nomic rights and other benefits. Moreover, the frequent absence of Alfonso from
Spain, culminating in the transfer of the Aragonese Court to Naples in 1442,
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heightened his need to control territories from afar, especially in the Western
dominions. In addition to the existing offices in Barcelona and Sicily, the
Aragonese also established the Mestre Racional in Valencia (1419) Aragon
(1420), Mallorca (1451) – and later in Sardinia (1480) – in order to facilitate the
control over accounts in those territories and, if possible, to increase the royal
patrimony. In each state, this officer was in charge of managing his documentary
repository, in which they stored local accounts and financial registers relating to
their specific jurisdiction. Relationships between Alfonso and the archivist of
Barcelona are therefore proven by a number of letters through which the King
asked for documents stored in that depository to be sent to him in Naples.79

In Naples, Alfonso concentrated control over finances around the former
Angevin office of the Camera Summarie, whereas the old Curia Magistrorum
Rationalium maintained only marginal functions.80 As a result of its broad range
of tasks, the Summaria produced a huge mass of documents (registers, receipts,
accounts and so on), receiving at the same time a number of writings from the
demesne towns and territories of the Kingdom of Naples.81 An archive was there-
fore indispensable for an office entrusted with the ‘conservation of crown rights and
property against infringement’.82 In order to have the financial documentation
under the management of a loyal officer, Alfonso appointed his librarian
Tommaso Aulese as archivist of the Camera Summarie, entrusting him with orga-
nizing and maintaining the archive.83 In a similar manner to the archive of the
Kingdom of Sardinia, and in keeping with Angevin tradition, the Aragonese would
also have stored the chancery registers in that depository, but for the archivum regie
sicle, which included the previous Angevin registers and was under the direct
responsibility of a local Magister Rationalis, Bernardus de Raymo.84 At the same
time, the Treasury clerk Antonio de Barbastro was in charge of preserving the
so-called series quaterniones, in which was transcribed documentation concerning
feudal possessions.85 The chancery documentation produced in Naples under
Alfonso was transferred to Barcelona in 1467, although most of these registers
were lost in the seventeenth century.86

Unlike Naples, where the pre-eminence of the financial repository as a general
archive seems unmistakeable, in Sicily the archive was fragmented and each office
was in charge of storing and organizing its depository. However, the interest of
monarchs in defending – and using – the royal patrimony since the 1420s had
produced a significant development. In 1423, the viceroys decided to concentrate
both the financial offices of the Magistri Rationales and the Conservator regii
patrimonii – created in 1414 – within the chapel of Sant’Antonio, close to the
Hosterium of Palermo, where its officers ‘could have easily gathered, and checked
and defined accounts’.87

The chapel, described at the time as an appropriate place ‘for storing the docu-
ments and writings of the offices of Royal Court’, was further adapted for securing
the archive: in 1428, for example, local viceroys were ordered to close its windows
and to prepare two bolts for protecting the accounts preserved therein.88 The
Sicilian government started accumulating there not only documentation produced
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by theMagistri Rationales and the Conservator, but also the dozens of registers that
they received for the annual audit by the Treasurer and the other officers who
managed money. The financial archive, however, did not work perfectly.
In 1436, King Alfonso himself accused Iohannes de Vitillino, the magister notarius
in charge of preserving the repository, of personally keeping part of the documen-
tation (probably the old registers) ‘in a place which was quite inconvenient,
foul-smelling and indecent’, and ordered him to move it immediately to a proper
room. At the same time, he also ordered that it was to be kept secret. In order to
avoid damaging these documents, the monarch established that only the archivist –
namely the magister notarius in Sicily – ‘should have and keep the keys of the
building in which the aforementioned archive is ordered and stored, and no one
else’.89 Royal control over resources, and their distribution within a distant state
such as the Kingdom of Sicily, was crucial for supporting the Italian policy of
Alfonso the Magnanimous and the conquest of Naples.90

The intervention of the Trastámara monarchs with the aim of preserving royal
patrimony had continued from the 1410s, when King Ferdinand ordered all land,
office and rights holders to present the new office of the Conservator with the
original documents attesting their possessions. In the following years,
the Conservatoria clerks thus verified hundreds of writings, transcribing them in
a specific book known as Libro de previlleias, feudas et de otras cosas.91 In some
cases, we have information of surprisingly ancient grants. This is the case, for
example, with a Norman privilege dating back nearly three centuries, to 1123,
attesting the possession of the land of Sicamino by Iohannes de Sicamino, which
was now registered by the Conservator.92

In order to collect money for supporting his military campaigns all over Italy,
Alfonso V promoted a new wave of verifications between 1452 and 1453, after
which point the sovereign confirmed all feudal possessions in return for a payment,
even in the absence of documentary proof, by having them entered in four large
registers within the Royal Chancery.93 From the 1490s, however, the Catholic King
Ferdinand II (1477–1516) promoted a broader inquisitio (inquiry) in Sicily. As
Alfonso’s reign had been marked by the extensive alienation of the royal demesne
and rights, Ferdinand aimed instead at rebuilding the royal patrimony through the
accurate use of archival records.94 This inquiry should be considered in relation
to the previous reorganization of the Castilian Hacienda by which the Catholic
monarchs had annulled all the grants assigned between 1464 and 1480 – probably
in order to finance the war against the Nasrid Kingdom of Granada. The result had
been the so-called Libro de las Declaratorias de Toledo, by which they gave detailed
judgement for each grant under examination.95

Back in Sicily, the strategic change in controlling the royal patrimony was
striking, and once again the archives played a central role in this process.
Whereas previously feudatories and owners of rights were asked to present
evidence of their possessions, at the beginning of the sixteenth century the
Crown itself now embarked on an archival inquisitio. Ferdinand II entrusted
the magister notarius of the Royal Chancery, Iohannes Luca Barberi, with the
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task of preparing a Cabreo or Capibrevium – a book containing a general survey of
the royal patrimony – by consulting the registers preserved in the archive of the
Chancery in Palermo. According to a form of manifesto written by Barberi himself
in the so-called Liber de Secretiis (c. 1506–1508), this archival enterprise was to be
organized in four stages: first, a genealogy of Sicilian Kings; second, a survey of
benefices in favour of the Church; third, an inspection over the secrezie, which were
‘the offices in charge of collecting tolls’ in demesne towns; finally, an inquiry over
‘counties, towns and fiefs of the Kingdom and several other things assigned against
the chapters and laws of the Kingdom and the ordinance of the Parliament of
Syracuse’ – namely the lands that, as a matter of fact, the kings themselves had
‘illegally’ granted over the previous century.96 After meeting Barberi in Spain in
1509, King Ferdinand also gave him detailed instructions for compiling the survey,
and asked him to extend the inquisitio to the minor fiefs.97 Hastening the
compilation of the Cabreo, which was ‘much needed for the preservation of our
patrimony’, Ferdinand sent several letters to Sicily, ordering his viceroys and offi-
cers to give Barberi their full support, and exhorting Barberi himself ‘to conclude it
as soon as possible’.98 The political role of the archive was clear to King Ferdinand
himself, who, not by chance, stated that ‘a great part of our government consists in
the preservation of our chancery archives’.99

Developed as a tool for defending the royal patrimony, the Royal Chancery
archive also became a means through which Ferdinand tried to regulate political
conflict from a distance, exercising pressure on Sicilian political society and espe-
cially the high aristocracy. This is evidenced by a letter, addressed to Barberi, in
which the sovereign stated that ‘henceforth we will not grant confirmation of any
fief, until we have seen your Cabreo’.100 Unable to use royal patrimony as a means
for obtaining political support in Sicily, Ferdinand therefore used the threat –
embodied by the archive itself – to deprive his subjects of their possessions.
The royal monopoly over information allowed the overzealous Barberi to find
solutions that were always to the advantage of his king. As magister notarius of
the Royal Chancery, he was legitimately in charge of managing its collection of
registers and writings, although he did not access other important stores for docu-
ments, such as those of the Prothonotarius andMagistri Rationales, which are never
mentioned in his inquisitio. Inspired by the hope of receiving esteem and rewards,
he therefore did his best to please his sovereign. On the one hand, he declared
that it was impossible to find all the writings attesting royal rights since part of
the archive had been lost; on the other, he used the absence of documents as a
ruse to prove that a feudatory had no right to possess a land.101 On the subject
of feudal possessions, for example, he prepared a section (informatio) dedicated to
the history of each fief, as well as its old and new possessors, always referring
precisely to the specific Chancery register and folio in which the grant had been
transcribed. For attesting the illegality of a possession, he simply used a standar-
dized sentence: ‘having diligently searched the Royal Chancery [. . .] I have never
found any writing or investiture’.102 In order to provide more detail, he also added
a different section (allegatio) by which he gave legal interpretations about the
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legality – or otherwise – of a feudal possession, despite the fact that he himself was
no jurist.

Unsurprisingly, Barberi’s inquisitio was increasingly irritating to Sicilian nobles.
As a result, they attempted to persuade the sovereign that Barberi had simply
collected unfounded information among documents and registers that had already
and often been checked by the royal authorities. They also tried to slow down the
implementation of Ferdinand’s decisions in Sicily.103 The aforementioned instruc-
tions for carrying out the survey, granted on 30 July 1509, were for instance only
executed by the Sicilian administration some six months later, on 21 January 1510.
Worried about Barberi’s safety, the sovereign allowed his servants to keep and bear
arms both day and night, whilst also suggesting that Barberi work at home, which
was close to the Hosterium (the viceregal palace), and to which he could transfer
the chancery archive until the official depository was properly fortified.104 Facing
baronial and ecclesiastical opposition, which acted as a united front in this battle,
in 1514 King Ferdinand was finally forced to accept the requests of the Sicilian
parliament. He withdrew his support for Barberi, who was also accused of illicitly
making money, since, as a Magister notarius, he enjoyed monetary rights for each
document transcribed in the Cabreo.105 Sicily’s aristocracy subsequently demon-
strated its full strength in 1516 when, following Ferdinand’s death and the ensuing
dynastic crisis, the nobles revolted against the viceroy, renewing the autonomist
tendencies of previous centuries.

Conclusion

Adopting an inclusive approach to the archives across the Crown of Aragon
enables us to revise some well-established historiographical interpretations. The
establishment of the Royal Archive of Barcelona appears as the outcome of an
innovative historical process generated by local dynamics, rather than the result of
external influence coming from the Papal States or Swabian Sicily. Whereas the
latter had several scattered archives, Barcelona’s archive was instead created as a
central depository. This was, however, only the first stage of a broader strategy
leading to the development of an Aragonese archival network. In explaining this
process, at least two intertwining factors should be considered: on the one hand,
the territorial expansion that, between the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, led to
the creation of a composite monarchy scattered across the Mediterranean; on the
other, the administrative devolution promoted by the Aragonese Kings in response
to the political demands coming from the territories of the Crown. In such a
complex territorial and institutional context, the Crown of Aragon could no
longer rely on a centralized organization and – more importantly for our discussion
here – on a single central archive. The Aragonese kings therefore established (and
in some cases reformed) archives across the states under their rule. However, they
did not impose a single ‘archival model’. In fact, they adapted the local archives not
only to their governmental needs, but also to the shape of local institutions. This
led, for example, to the full independence of Sicilian depositories, which were
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produced by local chanceries, and inversely to the external origin of the royal
archives of Valencia and Zaragoza, whose registers were written up and organized
in Barcelona.

Despite this heterogeneity in preserving documents, the Aragonese archival net-
work was developed throughout as a tool through which the Crown defended the
royal patrimony. This is demonstrated both by the establishment of new financial
structures such as the Mestre Racional in different states, and by the special atten-
tion that monarchs paid to financial depositories, often also in charge of preserving
chancery registers. If it is true that archives were a crucial means of governing
peripheries from afar, and for defending the royal patrimony, their functionality
was nevertheless connected to local political circumstances. By focusing on the
sixteenth-century inquiry in Sicily led by Iohannes Luca Barberi, we have therefore
seen that the Sicilian chancery archive turned out to be a toothless weapon, rather
than the ‘arsenal of authority’ so commonly celebrated by traditional histories of
the archive.106 Facing the powerful baronial and ecclesiastical opposition,
Ferdinand II preferred backing away from supporting the overzealous magister
notarius, regardless of the veracity of Barberi’s observations. Using the archive
as a site of power and confrontation, Ferdinand would have actually jeopardized
his relationships with Sicilian political society – especially as the barons had openly
accused him of being the instigator of the inquisitio.107 Unlike the nineteenth-
century colonial archives described by Ann Laura Stoler, the ‘peripheral’ archives
of the late medieval Crown of Aragon should be considered less as embodiments of
power than as sites of compromise between kings and their subjects.108 Indeed, this
tendency – no doubt amplified by the composite structure of the Aragonese mon-
archy – reflects a society in which authorities had no absolute control over gov-
ernment, but instead shared the government of the states with local ruling classes.

After the death of Ferdinand II in 1516, the new kings of Spain inherited the
Crown of Aragon and all its dominions. As evocatively suggested by John Elliot,
the Aragonese thus contributed to the construction of the Spanish Empire by
making available their governmental expertise.109 This is especially evident, for
example, in the preservation and amplification of the viceregal system for ruling
distant territories from afar. The technical know-how accumulated by developing
and managing such a complex network of archives across the Mediterranean was
another aspect of their legacy. It was in part by resuming a project elaborated by
Ferdinand II in the last decades of the fifteenth century, for example, that in 1540
Charles V (1516–1556) finally established a central archive for the Spanish Crown
at the fortress of Simancas, near Valladolid, the capital of the Kingdom of
Castile.110 Whereas the Royal Archive of Barcelona lost its centrality, the other
Spanish depositories maintained instead their own archival structures, which were
in fact strengthened further.111 Just as in fifteenth-century Sicily, the early modern
royal archives of Barcelona, Valencia and Zaragoza were to preserve the documen-
tation produced by each local viceregal administration, but on top of this they also
preserved the registers that were produced and periodically sent to them by the
Consejo de Aragón in Barcelona.112 Instead, in the same way that Sicily had done
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under the Aragonese, the Italian dominions of the Habsburgs – including, from
1535, the Duchy of Milan – would also maintain their archival independence within
the new and global Spanish archival network.
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